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At the lead generation stage for drug discovery, the efficient finding of hit compounds is a key to
success.  In this paper, we have applied the active learning method as an effective compound

screening method and have shown its effectiveness by both computer simulations using known chemical data
and actual wet experiments.  With regard to the computer simulations, it is shown that one fifth screening is
enough for finding ninety percent of all hit compounds.  Our method could lessen eighty percent of actual wet
experiments.  We have performed actual binding experiments, and have also shown that active learning could
find almost all ‘hits’ with a reduced number of actual binding experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At the stage of lead generation for drug discovery,
both the combinatorial chemistry method and the
high throughput screening method are being success-
fully utilized. Such methods are able to discover sev-
eral hit compounds from a huge chemical library that
usually consists of from one hundred thousand to one
million chemical compounds. However, one of the
drawbacks of these methods is that the cost for
screening is enormous as the screenings require ac-
tual wet experiments.

Developing a hit compound to a lead compound is
performed by medicinal chemists and the procedure
is carried out based on the knowledge and experience
of such chemists. When many hit compounds become
available, the development procedure for a hit com-
pound to a lead compound could become much easier.
Therefore, it is essential to find many hit compounds
for drug discovery.

In this paper, we proposed an active learning
method as an efficient chemical screening method
and show its effectiveness by both computer simula-
tions using known chemical data and actual wet ex-
periments.

With regard to the computer simulations, it is
shown that one fifth of the screenings is enough for
finding ninety percent of all hit compounds, compared

to the random screening method. Even though, the
random screening method is widely used at the
present time, our proposed method could reduce the
number of the actual wet experiments by eighty per-
cent.

2. CHOICE OF TARGET PROTEIN

In this paper the G-protein coupled receptor (ab-
breviated as GPCR) is chosen as a target protein.
Therefore, the aim of our proposed system is to find
chemical compounds that can bind to GPCR. The
GPCR family is one of the most well known and im-
portant drug target proteins, and continues to be very
promising.

Among GPCRs, adrenalin, dopamine, and certonin
receptors, which bind to biogenic amines in common,
are well studied and a large amount of knowledge has
been accumulated about them. Therefore, we have
chosen the biogenic amines receptors as a target pro-
tein.

3. METHOD

3.1 How to Make a Database for Simulation
To create “hit” chemical compounds, we used the

Pharmaprojects database and selected chemical com-
pounds which are annotated as binding to biogenic
amine receptors. 1,461 chemical compounds were
chosen to be treated as “hit” compounds.

To make “non-hit” compounds, we used the Avail-
able Chemicals Directory (abbreviated as ACD) and
selected chemical compounds based on several drug-
likeliness criteria. 212,914 chemical compounds were
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chosen and treated as “non-hit” compounds.
Note that, there is no guarantee that these 

“non-hit” compounds do not bind to biogenic amine
receptors. The results of our wet experiments indi-
cated that dozens of chemical compounds actually
bind to biogenic amine receptors.

3.2 How to Represent Chemical Compounds in
Simulations

Both “hit” and “non-hit” compounds are expressed
with 215 descriptors representing their features.
These descriptors consist of two groups. One group
represents chemical compound substructures, such
as number of double bonds, benzene rings and so on.
There are 166 descriptors in this group. The other
group represents physico-chemical properties of the
compounds, such as molecular weight, polar surface
area, estimated hydrophobisity and so on. There are
42 descriptors in this group. Consequently, the
chemical compounds are expressed with 215 descrip-
tors and their labels, indicating “hit” or “non-hit.”

4. ACTIVE LEARNING METHOD

Usually, learning is performed with a prepared
learning database. In learning, all contents of the
database are used to enable learning all together. The
learning system ‘passively’ obtains learning data, and
learns it. In active learning, the learning system ‘ac-
tively’ chooses data that should be learned[1]. The
candidate data contains only descriptors and no infor-
mation about its label. When data is chosen, its label
is given based on additional experimentation or from
the prepared learning database for computer simula-
tion cases.

The chosen data is accumulated to the database for
learning and learning is performed with all of the
contents of this database. In the active learning, the
system has control over which data should be used for
learning to achieve high prediction accuracy with a
reduced number of labeled data. Especially for drug
screening, the acquisition of labels for compounds
requires expensive wet experiments (Fig. 1). A re-
duced number of wet experiment is desirable. For
active learning, in our experiment, a Query by Bag-
ging (Qbag) is used, which places no constraints on
the learning method. In Qbag, several sub-learning
machines are used. Each sub-learning machine is
trained by the database. Initially the database for
learning consists of random selection from the learn-
ing database. This selection is different for each sub-
learning machine, so that the learned concepts are
also different. Therefore, when data is presented to

these sub-learning machines, their predictions may
differ. Data that yields the greatest disagreement
among sub-learning machines predictions’ is chosen
as a data to be learned.

In the case of drug screening, there exists only a
few dozens of hits, compared to one million of non-
hits. Therefore, we have introduced a weighting
method, to compensate for this numbers imbalance.

5. COMPUTER SIMULATION

For the computer simulations, a ten-fold procedure
is performed to evaluate the efficiency of the active
learning. With the random screening method, to ob-
tain ninety percent of hit compounds from 212,914
chemical compounds, about 170,000 labels of

Fig. 2 Result of computer simulation.

Fig. 1 Basic mechanism of active learning.
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chemical compounds from the learning database are
necessary (Fig. 2). On the other hand, with the active
learning method, only about 4,300 labels of chemical
compounds suffices. This implies that the active
learning method can save up to eighty percent of
screening for finding ninety percent of all hit com-
pounds.

6. ACTUAL WET EXPERIMENT

After learning all of the learning data, we have
chosen twenty chemical compounds, which show high
“hit” predictions, and have measured their binding
affinities to biogenic amines receptors (Fig. 3). The
binding affinities are experimented twice and the
mean of two experimental results is used. Eight
chemical compounds have shown more than fifty per-
cent binding affinities under ten micro molar concen-
tration conditions (Fig. 4). With regard to the com-
puter simulation, it is also shown that the active
learning could find almost all of these ‘hits,’ with
about 170,000 labels of chemical compounds informa-
tion (Fig. 5).

7. CONCLUSION

At the stage of lead generation for drug discovery,
an efficient finding hit compounds method is a key to
success. In this paper, we have applied the active
learning method as an effective compound screening
method and have shown its effectiveness by both com-
puter simulations using known chemical data and
actual wet experiments. For the computer simula-
tions, it is shown that a one fifth screening is enough
for finding ninety percent of all hit compounds. Our
method could lessen eighty percent of actual wet ex-
periments. We have performed actual binding experi-
ments, and have also shown that the active learning
could locate almost all of the ‘hits’ with a reduced
number of actual binding experiments.
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